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ABSTRACT

We compute Lhe correlation functions for the system of superconformal

ghosts g, y {A=3/2), including the corresponding spin fields, on arbitrary

Riemann surfaces- Using fermionization, defined as a change of variables in the

functional integration, we derive and generalize previous results obtained by

bosonization. As an application we study the picture changing mechanism in the

Ramond sector of the superstIing.

MLRAMARE - TRIESTE

ii! I nr pu h 1 u:,'it h m .

An essential ingredient in the computation o( superstnng fornnunic multiioop

scattering amplitudes is the correlator for the commuting superconformal ghosts [1]-

Although great progress has been achieved during the last year [2-4] a complete

understanding of this system is not yet available. Other than the commuting ^=3/2

ghosts of local supersymmetry (i},y), the system contains ghost spin fields Sg, which

are necessary in order to have space-time (ermionic vertex operators with the correct

conformal dimension and operators 5(P) which are necessary to absorb the zero

modes of the p-fields. Moreover, since a general scattering amplitude may contain

space-time bosonic vertex operators with nonvanishing ghost charge, operators 6(y)

also have to be considered.

In this paper we study the correlation^ functions for this system on arbitrary

Riemann surfaces. Most of the literature deals with this problem through bosonization.

This approach has certainly proved to be convenient and powerful for calculations.

However on higher genus surfaces there are some conceptual points in the definition

of the bosonization prescription which are not completely clear yet. Namely the

insertions of the auxiliary free fermion fields i, and t\, required by the neutrality of the

path integral measure, are not what one would naively expect from the index theorem

for a (1,0) system. In order to avoid possible subtleties we present here an alternative

method, by extending lhe procedure called fermionization in ref. [5]. By generalizing

the calculation of the vacuum amplitude for a X, 1- X system to the case of external

lines we are able !o reduce the ghost correlators to the by now well known correlators

of the chira! fermionic system ( X=1/2) [2,3]. Thus, the general ghost correlator is

written in terms of theta functions of odd and even characteristic and abelian

differentials.

We then use these results to study the picture changing mechanism in the

Ramond sector.

As is well known, in the presence of a spin field S "(w) (Sg
+(w)} of ghost charge

-1/2 (+1/2) the field P(z) (y(z)) behaves like (z-w)"1/2. In general it is possible to restrict

the functional integral over the P(z) (y(z)) fields to those configurations behaving [ike

(z-w)n by introducing the product Snp=6((i(w)) 8{p'(w))... StP'^ 'Hw)) (similarly forY).

Our strategy will be to derive expressions for correlation functions in the presence of

the previous constraints which hold for any integer n and then analytically continue

them to n=-1/2. since as we shall see, this corresponds to correlators containing spin

fields.

Our starting point is the bosonic correlator



y(z) (1)

This correlator has been constructed to give a nonvamshing result, i.e. the total ghost

charge equals 2h-2 (h being the genus of the surface) K(y,z;[w|,xi,ua}) can be derived

from the functional average over at! the ghost fields (including the (i zero modes) of the

expression

Decomposing p into a sum of its zero modes and a part orthogonal to them

P=Pi+Zaca<pa we obtain

1 det M
K = - (2)

det d> (del Nf

where <t> is the matrix of the zero modes, <J>
at>

=<Pa'ut)) and the matrices M and N are

given by:

M =

P(z.y)

P(z,w,)

3 P(z,w,)

... P(xN.y) ... 3£P(xN
\

N

and

N =

.. P(xN,w,)

and P is the < yfJ> propagator in the presence of zero modes:

P(z,y) = <tfz)P(y) flStWUe))* = P(z,y) - ( * '1 ) ± Pfz.uJ (pb(y)

P(z,y) is the propagator < Y(Z) px{y) >. Notice that our normalization convention is such
thai <ri5(p(ua}) > = det O 1 .

The determinants in the r.h.s. of eq. (2) suggest that it is possible to express the

l.h.s. as a ratio of correlation functions of the fermionic p-y system. Indeed, a simple

calculation shows that eq. (1) is equivalent to

< y(z) I

(3)

where F indicates that the path integral is performed over anticommuting variables and

Spn(z) is equal to p(z) p'(z) ... p(n"1>(z) since the arguments of the 8-functions are

fermionic. Although this equality is defined up to a phase depending on nr, we follow

the convention lhat it exactly holds. Phase conventions are also needed for the

fermionic correlator since in particular we shall consider the continuation to half-integer

D|, The latter will be fixed in the following.

Similarly, bosonic correlators involving more p and y fields can be computed in
terms of an effective propagator



In fact, using Q to perform the Wick contractions we obtain

2h2

T . , - n
(5)

Therefore, our initial problem has been reduced to the calculation of the py

propagator in the presence of constraints for the fermionic system, i.e. the numerator of

eq. (4), to which we shall refer, from now on, as Q.

The partition function for the fermionic P7 system has been discussed in ref. [5].

Here we generalize that procedure to the case of more general correlation functions.

The fermionization is defined as the change of variables

P = w4 ( , y=aA>¥ (6)

where Y,1? are independent 1/2-differentials, i.e. chiral fermions, and «= v0
2 is a

holomorphic abelian differential, v0 being a 1/2-differential with h-1 zeroes

corresponding to an arbitrary odd characteristic. As discussed in ref.[5] toco plays the

role of a metric. The correlator (5) explicitly depends on v0 , however due to conformal

invariance, physical amplitudes will be independent of v0.

Performing this change of variables in the path integral we obtain

Q(y.z;{w.,x.,u.))=-

ffaV,) I ! fv.'(rB)l4
ii i i u

where SH,I1=

(7)

'. The locations of the double zeroes of to have been called rs

and eq, (7) depends on these points through the jacobian of the transformation [5].

4

The correlator in eq. (7) can be computed using [2,3)

-_ 0 (8)

where q(=+1 (-1) for 4' ( T ), q,=n (-n) for S,(,
n ( S / ) and q,=-2 for each pair 4'(r5) T'(rs)

as shown in ref. [5]. Eqs. (7) and (8) together with eq.(3) fix the phase convention for K,

The denominator of eq. (4) can be computed following ihe same steps. The

bosontc correlation function (5) has then been completely determined. In particular

rij=1 reproduces the insertion of 5(P(Wj)) 6(T{XJ)). Moreover when n=-i /2, Snn=Sg and

ST
n=Sg

+ and we obtain the correlator with ghost spin fields.

From eq. (7) we see that in this case we can supplement the change of variables
(6) with

where S^"1 '2 ( Sq;"1/2) are the matter spin fields usually denoted by S" (S+). Notice

that the conformal dimensions of these operators are -3/8 and +5/8 respectively, in

agreement with the fermionization, i.e. their correlation functions have the opposite

conformal weighi. Similarly, Sp and 5y have conformal dimensions -3/2 and 1/2,

opposite to those of p and y. It may be seen from eqs. (3,8) that the usual operator

product expansions:

p(z)SV) - (z-w)±1/2 :p{w)SV): , ? " 2~ (2-w)?"2:y(w)S±(w):

5P(z) 6y{w) ~ (z-w)

are obtained.

In conclusion, the mosi general correlator can be computed using fermionization

h-1

H CO(S) 1 1 V ' Vn ^

(10)

and eq. (8). (The generalization to a correlator with N* (N~) ghost spin fields S * (S ")

and M + (M") 5(P) (%)) satisfying 1/2 (1ST - N") + M* - W = 0 is straightforward.)
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As an example we explicitly give the result for the correlator

f V (X) I | V
0 ' '

^ E<v*>

It is possible to check that this equation reproduces the result given by Atick and Sen in

ref. [3] in the particular case when the insertions 5((3(ua)) are taken in pairs at the

double zeroes of co, i.e. setting ua=ra+e, uh.Ua=ra-e for a=1,...,h-1 and taking the limit

Now we want to use these correlators to relate the +1/2 and -1/2 ghost charge

representation vertices of the massless Ramond states. In the Ramond sector, the

vertex operator for the lowest energy state contains matter as well as ghost spin fields.

There are in general Iwo different representations of the vertex with opposite ghost

charge (+1/2) [1]. As has been shown by Knizhnik [6] one can compuie the vertex

function from the path integral over an infinite cylinder attached to the surface. In this

way the insertion of a Ramond state with ghost charge -1/2 is obtained. The

corresponding vertex operator is given by

changing the representation of half of the vertices to the +1/2 picture and taking the

path integral over a surface without punctures.

Let us now see how the effect of one puncture can be removed.

Due to the arbitrariness in the choice of the Superbeltrami [2], we take one of

them to be xP(z)=S(z,w) and then consider the limit w^y , where y is the position of the

puncture. In this case one has to compute the following correlation function
?M2 3tv3 2h2 p

< n 5 « * a . P ) ) s ( ( x p , P ) ) n ( ^ b > n < x a . j ) < <x ^ ( / . & ) + < « * - . p>} C M V M . . . > (12)
»-t »l a.1 3 y

where the dots stand for all the other external vertices V.1/2 and the rest of the measure

associated to the other punctures, x3 • a=i,-.- 2h-2, and xP a r e the Superbeltrami

differentials and J is the supercurrent

1 1 3
- 2 2 r H 2 v H

Following refs. [7] we associate to a puncture a Beltrami differentia) and therefore the

measure will contain a factor (jip,b). The Beltrami differential u.p is generated by the

vector field V, u.p
f
z=c)^V2 , where V is different from zero only in a neighborhood

around the puncture, i.e. the position of the vertex. In order to have the correct measure

on the moduli space of a surface with punctures we mus! also introduce a c field on the

punctures.We have also considered the term coming from the dependence of xp o n

the position of the puncture y. %a a r e instead considered moduli independent (i.e.

located at some moduli indepentent points ua on the Riemann surface).

First we consider the terms containing (xp,JMatt}, where Jya t t =1/2

matter part of the correlator (12) contains then

The

~ ua<V (w) S (y) e
a

'p X ( V )

where the dots stand for the other supercurrent insertions according to the genus of the

surface. In the limit w->y this correlator is reproduced by [8,9]

where Sa is the SO(10) spin field and the polarization ua is a Majorana spinor

satisfying the Dirac equation pu=0. A scattering amplitude with external Ramond

states is therefore given by a path integral over the ghost and matter fields on a surface

with punctures of these V.1/2 vertices. As is well known on a genus h surface with N

Ramond punctures there are 2h-2+N/2 zero modes of the [3 field and therefore the

measure must contain 2h-2+N/2 supercurrent and S(P) insertions. We shall show that

it is possible to remove the contribution to the measure due to the punctures by

Sty)
p

(13)

(more singular lerms do not contribute by the condition on the polarization up=0). This

expression is still multiplied by a fador containing the ghost correlator, which can be

computed using eq. (10), namely



Sg(y)

E(w,g

5- 1 S I

I,'2

where F is independent of w and y. Vq i represent the rest of the measure and

remaining vertices (for simplicity we have considered the case when Ihey are only in

the form of "constraints", i.e.53, 5y or S1)

In the limit w-*y the zero coming from the factor E(w.y)1'2 cancels with the same

factor in (13) and the rest is reproduced by the correlator <115((xa.p))Sg
+(y) •••>B.

Therefore, the insertion (xP.JMait> 6((XP.( i» can be eliminated by replacing V.1/2

by

— u ' 1 ^ p [ t)xM + — i pv'!/v H'M ] S e S+ (14)

(Notice that the insertion of (nP,b) c(y) in (12) is equivalent to the insertion of the

identity operator [7]).

Next we consider the ghost part of the supercurrent, JBh=W2bY-c3[l-3/2(3c)p,

inside (xP.J)- To remove some ambiguous singularities arising in the computation of

(12), we choose a gaussian representation for the 5-functions xa a r )d XP M0):

XP{z) = - e
a

- i !z-w|2

Due to the be ghost charge conservation the product ri(Xa.J) m u S ' contain an
odd number of ghost supercurrents. Let us consider for instance the case in which we

have just one (xa.J h) (the rest being matter supercurrents}. Then the correlator (12)

reduces to

| ^ ~ ^ ~ K(virv2;|y,...)} R,(v2;y)} (15)

where

... b(wn) cfu,)... c(un)

and

B(w1,...wn,u1,...un,x1,...x3h<3)=det

vu,) -. H(w,,un) f^w,) ...

n ,u, ) . . . . H(wn,un) f i (

,un) f,(x3h3)...

H(w,u) and fj are the <bc> propagator and the basis of the quadratic holomorphic

differentials, repectively [11].

In (15) K is the contribution of the py system, namely

p(v,)P(t)Sq(y).
9

[JdtxP(O<P(t)Sg(y)...>F (16)

which generalizes Ihe relation (3) between lhe bosonic and fermionic representalions
of the correlator when there is a 5((xp,p)) insertion.

In the limit w-»y the term proportional to xa ( v j )xP ( v i ) in (14) cancels with the last

term after replacing d%p!dw = -(9xp/5v,} and integrating by parts. (Notice that the

integration over x sends R2 to -R,). The remaining terms are

^ Jdv,dv2xa(v,) XP

The integral over xa(v,) keeps v1 away from y. By using eqs. (10,8) to express K m

terms of prime forms the relevant part of (17) is



r i
(t)X (v?

<i)(t)to(v

E(t,y)

(v2,x,) ' E(y.x) '

[ j z ( . ) 8J, y + ^,q

where Xj stands for ua and rE i.e. from the terms coming from the measure and the

jacobian of the transformation (6,9), and F is a function independent of v2, y and t.

R^vj.v,} is the <b(v2)c(v,)> correlator.

It is easy 1o see that in the limit w—>y this expression is finite and is given by

(18)

The contribution to the limit from the terms in (17) is obtained by taking the

appropriate combination of derivatives with respect to v, of (18). By using the r.h.s. of

eq.(11), one can see that the same result can be obtained by computing the correlator

< * •Jnh T ^ : VS y : ... >
gn <j

Therefore we have shown that the terms in eq. (12) due to the presence of a

puncture are reproduced by

where

. V ^ ^ ^ - L ipM-TM]Sp+lsab7}e
ip)(s;: (19)

which is precisely the vertex in the +1/2 representation. Friedan, Martinec and Shenker

[1] found the same expression by applying the BRST charge \o V . 1 / 2 and inserting a %

factor which is necessary to absorb the zero mode of the rfc system, introduced in the

bosonization of the ghost fields.

1 0

,»•.-•»-„•—; .!&•:• « K .# .

Repeating this process for all the N punctures one obtains the scattering of N/2

femiionic states in the +1/2 representation with N/2 slates in the -1/2 picture on a

surface without punctures.

The same analysis can be followed in the Neveu-Schwarz sector. Starting with

the -1 representation of, for instance, the massless vertex, i.e. W=r11T
l'e'PxS(Y), and

removing the corresponding (xP,J) insertion by taking the limit w—>y, we obtain the

vertex with zero ghost charge, V=e|i(3x^+ip.4/H'^)e'P*. One can see that in this case the

ghost part of the supercurrent does not contribute to the picture changing
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